
Introductory physics labs - Prof. Arie Bodek-
Friday Feb. 5, 21 15:25-16:40 Via Zoom For P113, P113P, P121, P121P
https://rochester.zoom.us/j/98362508792

(1) Look at Detailed Statistic Lecture video and Slides on Blackboard
before coming to the the Zoom session). The slides are on blackboard
and also on: 

http://www.pas.rochester.edu/~physlabs/manuals/L2C-StatisticsForWeb-AB5-short.pdf

(2) Do the prelab for the First Lab before coming to the Zoom session. (Read Lab 
general notes,  lab manual for lab 1, and notes for lab 1).
The Zoom meeting is mostly to answer questions: It will be a quick outline about how 
the labs are run (which is on blackboard), a short review of statistics and error analysis.

Part 3:   Zoom: For P121P students – Introduction to 121P - 16:50-18:05  
See Lab information on

http://www.pas.rochester.edu/~physlabs/
Mechanics:  PHY121, PHY121P, PHY113, PHY181   Experiments  1-5
E&M:  PHY122, PHY122P, PHY142, PHY182             Experiments  6-10
Modern:  PHY123,  PHY183                                         Experiments  11-15
General Physics E&M:  PHY114,  PHY184                   Experiments  6,8,9 12,13
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There are five labs in each course.  All labs must be completed to pass each course  (if not, 
then the labs can be made up in a future semester). Prelab assignments  (typically 5% of 
course grade) are done before coming to lab. Post lab data analysis (Typically 5% to 10% of 
course grade) are all done in the lab after taking the data.

Read the general notes on labs on blackboard (for all labs)
Before coming to lab do the following:
(1) Look and read at the lab manual, and the brief notes on each lab.  Print the lab 

manual and brief notes. The brief notes will have pictures of the equipment setup.  You 
will need to restore the setup after you finish the lab.

(2) Watch the video of instructions on doing the lab and taking the data. See links on 
blackboard in the general brief note about the labs.

(3) Do the prelab assignments and think about answers to some of the postlab questions 
which you will need to answer in the post lab report.

(4) Upload the completed prelab report to blackboard and bring a hard copy and hand to 
the TA before you start the lab.  Bring a blank copy of the lab manual. You will write 
the lab report in the postlab section of the lab manual and turn it in before leaving the 
lab.
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Spring:
Mechanics labs in Spring semester (for PHY113, 113P, 121, 121P and 181) are 
held in room B&L 267.

EM & Modern labs in Spring semester (for PHY114, and 184) are held in 
room B&L 268

Modern Physics Labs in Spring semester (for PHY 123 and PHY183) are held in 
room B&L 165

•Afternoon Labs are from 2:00PM to 4:40PM. 

•Evening Labs are from 4:50PM to 7:30PM. 

•Nighttime Labs are from 7:40PM to 10:20PM

If your schedule changes and you need to make a permanent switch to another lab 
section, please contact Lysa Wade: (Email: lwade3@ur.rochester.edu)

mailto:lwade3@ur.rochester.edu


In lab

1. Before you start the lab clean/disinfect the equipment. After end of data taking, 
clear/disinfect the equipment and put back together as

2. There is one person per lab setup.  Wear a mask and social distance.

3. Labs run every two weeks (week A and week B). You should have signed up for a lab 
section when you registered for your physics course. The lab section which you signed 
up for should have had "Lab A" or "Lab B" included in the title. This is the lab week 
which you should attend.

4. You  MUST attend the lab section for which you are registered. This is because each 
lab section can only accommodate 10 students.  Students work alone, no lab partners.

5. Student who are entitled to extra time.  Please do not sign up for the last lab section 
of the day.  You will be allowed to sit in the back of the lab and complete your post lab 
report per the amount of extra time that you are entitled to,
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Missing a Lab

1. If you know that  you will miss a lab (illness, personal emergencies, etc.) you must make 
it up during the two week cycle period for that lab. please email the lab admin as soon 
as possible . 

2. In the email to the lab administrator you must state clearly your course,  regular lab 
section, the lab section you wish to attend and the reason. Except in exceptional 
circumstances, each student can be allowed to attend only one make-up lab. If your do 
not hear back, then show up in the section marked *MAKEUPS* on the list of lab sections 
on ~physlabs.

3. Covid quarantine.    If you cannot attend a lab because of a 2 week Covid quarantine, there 
will be a special makeup week at the end of the semester for such cases.

4. Lab administrator – Lysa Wade.  Use appropriate Email for each course. The lab 
administrator emails for missed and makeup labs are:

physlabs.mechanics@pas.rochester.edu for PHY113 (fall,spring) and PHY121(spring) and 
PHY181 (fall, Spring) labs.
physlabs.em@pas.rochester.edu for PHY122/142/182 (fall) and PHY114 (Fall, Spring) and 
PHY182 and PHY184 labs.
physlabs.modern@pas.rochester.edu for PHY123 and PHY183 Modern Physics Labs (spring).

mailto:physlabs.mechanics@pas.rochester.edu
mailto:physlabs.em@pas.rochester.edu
mailto:physlabs.modern@pas.rochester.edu
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Summary of important points:

1. Before you attend lab,  download and print the lab manual, and complete the "prelab" 
section of the exercise. Then upload it to blackboard.  A hard copy of the prelab section is 
collected at the beginning of the lab.

2. You will need your completed prelab, a copy of the lab manual, a calculator, and a pen or 
pencil for each lab.         You are also allowed to have your course textbook at your lab bench if you need it, but 
anything else (backpacks, etc.) must be put along the sides of the room or the back wall.  You may also use an Excel 
spreadsheet.

3. Because your completed lab write-up is due at the end of the laboratory session, it is vital 
that you have read over the manual and brief notes, and watched the Lab video before 
coming to lab. If you haven’t done this beforehand, you will lose time, and may find yourself pressed for time at 
the end of the period. 

4. The worksheets in the lab manual (which you will fill out as you complete the lab) are 
collected at the end of the lab session (postlab report). 

5. There are special instructions for fully-online students on blackboard in a separate 
”remote student” group section (only visible to remote students).
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For more details: All Students Go to Blackboard and Read file General Notes
I will not go through these items since I already gave a summary of the main points
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Remote students Please Read Remote Lab Instructions on 
blackboard Remote Group file share area (restricted to declared fully-online students)
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Each  Prelabs is graded from 0 to 2  
(The 5 Prelabs typically count as 5% of the grade in the course)

Each Postlab report is graded from 0 to 20 

(The 5 Postlab reports typically count  5%-10% of the grade in the course)
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Pairing of Tables (needed for Mechanics exp. 1,2,4,5 
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No pairing for mechanics lab 3, but different setup for parts A and B of the lab.
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PHY 122, PHY114
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PHY123 Modern Physics


